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Major Science Goals
 of IRIS

A. Which types of non-thermal 
energy dominate in the 
chromosphere and beyond?

B. How does the chromosphere 
regulate the mass and energy 
supplied to the corona and  
heliosphere?

C. How does magnetic flux and 
matter rise through the lower 
atmosphere, and what is the 
role of flux emergence in 
powering flares and mass 
ejections?
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What is IRIS? 
High resolution, far/near UV 

imaging spectrograph with slit-jaw imaging

Guide Telescope

IRIS Electronics 
Box (IEB)

Spacecraft Bus 
Assembly

Science Telescope
Spectrograph

Courtesy Bart De Pontieu



IRIS spectra and slit-jaw imaging cover
the photosphere, chromosphere, transition region 

and corona - 4,500 to 10,000,000 K
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Exposure times are controlled by  3 different shutters (FUV, NUV and SJI). Light is collected onto 
4 CCDs which are read out by  2 cameras (see Section 3 for details) and which cover 3 different 
spectral bands and the slit-jaw  images (Table 1, 2). The IRIS spectral lines cover temperatures 
from 4,500 K to 10 MK, with the images covering temperatures from 4,500 K to 65,000 K (and 
possibly 10 MK under flaring conditions). See IRIS Technical Note 1 for more details on IRIS.

NUV and FUV Spectra Characteristics

Table 1: Overview of spectrograph (SG) channels. These are imaged onto 3 identical 1096x2072 pixel2 CCDs and 
can all be simultaneously read using two different camera electronics boards (CEB).  Ranges, dispersion and effective 
area are current best estimates based on pre-launch measurements. Spatial range is  along the slit. No or little light 
will fall in the FUV2 wavelength range from 1380.6 to about 1390 Å  because of vignetting.

SG 
Passband

Wavelength 
range (Å)

Spectral 
Dispersion 

(mÅ)

Spatial 
range 

(arcsec)

Spatial 
pixel size
(arcsec)

CCD/
Camera

Shutter Effective 
Area 
(cm2)

FUV 1 1331.6-1358.4 12.98 175 0.166 1, CEB1 FUV SG 1.3

FUV 2 1380.6-1406.8 12.72 175 0.166 2, CEB1 FUV SG 1.3

NUV 2782.6-2833.9 25.46 175 0.166 3, CEB2 NUV SG 0.18

Guide To IRIS Data & Data Analysis! ! ! ! ! ! ⇒Back to TOC
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Schematic  diagram of path taken by light in the FUV spectrograph (dark blue), NUV spectrograph (orange), 
FUV slit-jaw (light blue) and NUV slit-jaw (purple) path.
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Table 2 IRIS spectrograph channels. Dispersion, Camera Electronics Box (CEB), and Effective Area (EA)
vary for the three bandpasses.

Band Wavelength
[Å]

Disp.
[mÅ pix−1]

FOV
[′′]

Pixel
[′′]

CEB Shutter EA
[cm2]

Temp.
[logT ]

FUV 1 1331.7 – 1358.4 12.98 175 0.1663 1 FUV SG 1.6 3.7 – 7.0

FUV 2 1389.0 – 1407.0 12.72 175 0.1663 1 FUV SG 2.2 3.7 – 5.2

NUV 2782.7 – 2835.1 25.46 175 0.1664 2 NUV SG 0.2 3.7 – 4.2

Table 3 IRIS slot channels. Filter-wheel positions can be either transmitting (T) or reflecting/mirrors (M).

Band-
pass

Filter
wheel

Name Center
[Å]

Width
[Å]

FOV
[′′×′′]

Pix.
[′′]

EA
[cm2]

Temp.
[logT ]

Glass 1 T 5000 5000 broad 1752 0.1679 – –

C II 31 M 1330 1340 55 1752 0.1656 0.5 3.7 – 7.0

Mg II h/k 61 T 2796 2796 4 1752 0.1679 0.005 3.7 – 4.2

Si IV 91 M 1400 1390 55 1752 0.1656 0.6 3.7 – 5.2

Mg II wing 121 T 2832 2830 4 1752 0.1679 0.004 3.7 – 3.8

Broad 151 M 1600W 1370 90 1752 0.1656 – –

As indicated above, in the spectrograph focal plane there are four back-thinned CCD
sensors with 2061×1056 pixels, three in the spectrograph path (two for FUV, one for NUV),
and one CCD at the slit-jaw focal plane. Each 13-µm pixel corresponds to 0.167 arcsec in
the spatial direction, and 12.8 mÅ in the spectral direction for FUV spectra, and 25.5 mÅ
for NUV spectra (the detailed plate scales for each channel are given in Tables 2 and 3).
IRIS has an effective spatial resolution between 0.33 (FUV) and 0.4 arcsec (NUV), and an
effective spectral resolution of 26 mÅ in the FUV and 53 mÅ in the NUV. The four CCDs are
controlled by two camera-electronics boxes (CEBs). Exposure times are controlled by three
different mechanical shutters (FUV, NUV, and SJI). The IRIS telescopes also includes an
active secondary mirror (driven by piezoelectric transducers or PZTs) for fine-scale pointing
and image stabilization. The active secondary is pointed in response to signals from a guide
telescope, which is mounted on the bottom of the telescope (Figure 7).

The field of view imaged by IRIS is 175×175 arcsec2 for the slit-jaw images. To produce
a raster of spectra of the Sun, the IRIS active secondary mirror is scanned (using PZTs) in
the direction perpendicular to the slit, causing different regions of the Sun to be exposed
onto the slit. The slit scan range is ± 65 arcsec, so that the maximum field of view of the
IRIS rasters is 130 × 175 arcsec2 for the SG. The IRIS slit is nominally oriented parallel to
the solar rotation axis (solar North), but the spacecraft can be rolled to any angle between
−90◦ and +90◦ from solar North for extended periods of time.

Many parts of the IRIS instrument are based on heritage from TRACE, AIA, and HMI,
as noted below. Extensive use of designs and parts from these previous missions reduced the
need for lengthy life testing (for mechanisms) and enabled the modest schedule and budget
of a small explorer to be achieved (45 months from start of Phase B until launch).

4.1. Telescope

The IRIS telescope is a 19-cm Cassegrain telescope with an active secondary mirror.
It is based on the AIA telescope design, but has a longer focal length and uses a differ-
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Figure 1 IRIS slit-jaw images (SJI) 1330 Å and 1400 Å of NOAA AR 11817 taken on 14 August 2013
at 18:50 UT. These images are sensitive to plasma of 10 000 – 30 000 K (1330 Å) and 65 000 K (1400 Å)
and show the upper chromosphere and low transition region. Both images also contain contributions from
continuum that is formed in the low chromosphere. The dark vertical line in the middle of the images is the
location of the slit. Corresponding spectra are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5.

Figure 2 IRIS slit-jaw images (SJI) at 2796 Å and 2830 Å images of NOAA AR 11817 taken on 14 August
2013 at 18:50 UT. These images are sensitive to plasma of the upper chromosphere (2796 Å) and upper photo-
sphere (2830 Å). The upper-chromospheric image also contains contributions from the upper photosphere to
the middle chromosphere, which are dominant in more quiet regions. The dark vertical line in the middle of
the images is the location of the slit. Corresponding spectra are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5.

Billings, Roussel-Dupre, and Francis, 1977; Poland and Tandberg-Hanssen, 1983; Kingston
et al., 1982). IRIS draws on heritage solar instrumentation, such as the Transition Region
and Coronal Explorer (TRACE: Handy et al., 1999), the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager
(HMI: Scherrer et al., 2012) and the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA: Lemen et al.,
2012) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO: Pesnell, Thompson, and Chamber-
lin, 2012), and it exploits advances in novel, high-throughput, and high-resolution instru-
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Figure 5 IRIS near ultra-violet spectrum of NOAA AR 11817 taken on 14 August 2013 at 18:50 UT. The
two strong emission lines are Mg II k 2796 Å and Mg II h 2803 Å, both formed over a range of heights from
the upper photosphere to the upper chromosphere. This wavelength range also contains a multitude of pho-
tospheric lines. The thin horizontal lines are fiducial marks that allow for easy co-alignment. Corresponding
images are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 6 IRIS spectra of Mg II k 2796 Å (left panel), Si IV 1402 Å (middle panel), and 1400 SJI image
(right panel) of an active region at the limb. The faint lines surrounding the bright Si IV line in the middle
panel are O IV lines, which can be used to determine densities in the transition region. Note the strong blue-
and redward excursions in all spectral lines throughout the plage region. Off-limb the slit-jaw image captures
spicules, coronal rain, and prominence material. The solar limb in the NUV spectrum (left panel) clearly
shows the different range of formation heights for various spectral lines. The spacecraft was rolled by 90
degrees for these observations. The x- and y-coordinates are shown to indicate the scale of the image and
spectra only.

cessing is detailed in Section 8. We finish with a description of the numerical-simulations
approach in the IRIS science investigation (Section 9). Our conclusions are given in Sec-
tion 10.

Mg II

NUV spectra
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Figure 3 IRIS far ultra-violet (FUV) 1 spectrum of NOAA AR 11817 taken on 14 August 2013 at 18:50 UT.
The two strong lines around 1334 – 1336 Å are C II lines that are formed in the upper chromosphere and low
transition region. The lines longward of 1350 Å are Cl I, O I, and C I lines that are formed in the low to
middle chromosphere. Corresponding images are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 4 IRIS far ultra-violet (FUV) 2 spectrum of NOAA AR 11817 taken on 14 August 2013 at 18:50 UT.
The strongest lines are Si IV lines, formed in the transition region (65 000 K). The weak lines around the
Si IV 1402 Å line are O IV lines that are formed around 150 000 K under equilibrium conditions. The very
faint vertical lines in the upper half of the detector are an example of the noise pattern caused by electronic
interference during camera readout (see Section 7.1). Corresponding images are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

mentation, efficient numerical simulation codes, and powerful, massively parallel super-
computers to aid interpretation of the data.

In Section 2 we give an overview of the IRIS observatory and its capabilities. We describe
the science goals of the IRIS mission in Section 3 and the instrument in Section 4. The instru-
ment observing approach and the day-to-day operations are described in Sections 5 and 6,
respectively. We discuss the preliminary calibration of IRIS in Section 7, while the data pro-
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IRIS will rarely read out full FUV and NUV spectra:
typically 4-6 1Å wide windows focused on bright lines 
IRIS also performs sparse rasters to improve cadence 

(resulting in reduced data rate)

2. General Operations Philosophy

2.1 IRIS Orbit!

! IRIS will be launched in a polar, sun-synchronous orbit with 98 degree inclination and a 
height of 620x670 km to maximize eclipse-free viewing. The IRIS orbit is similar to that of 
TRACE and Hinode and allows for 7-8 months of continuous observations per year, with strong 
atmospheric absorption occurring during the November-February  time frame when the Sun is 
seen by IRIS at heights below ~200 km (FUV) and ~50 km (NUV) above the Earth’s surface.

2.2 Data rate and downlink

! IRIS data will be downlinked to X-band antennas in Svalbard, Norway (~9 passes/day), 
Alaska (~6 passes/day) and Wallops (~1-2 passes/day). As a result, IRIS will have a high 
average data rate of 0.7 Mbit/s, i.e., about 60 Gbits/day. Data (nominally  12 bits/pixel) will be 
compressed onboard using Rice compression, likely  to about 3-4 bits/pixel. Onboard memory  is 
48 Gbits, allowing storage of more data-intensive observing sequences that can be downlinked 
later over the course of several orbits.

2.3 Baseline operations

! The high datarate, short exposure times, and flexible rastering schemes (Figures 4, 5) 
will allow rapid scans of small regions on the Sun at very  high spatial resolution of order 
0.33-0.4 arcseconds. The baseline cadence is 5s for slit-jaw images, and 1s for 6 spectral 
windows of strong, bright lines.

! IRIS rastering of spectra is accomplished through scanning of the active secondary 
mirror (by driving the PZTs). The flight software allows for (see Figure 4):

- dense rasters: step  size of the raster is smaller or equal to the slit width (0.33 arcsec). 
The smallest possible stepsize is 0.054 arcsec according to current calibration of PZTs.

- sparse rasters: step size of each raster location is larger than the slit width. Stepsize is 
an integer number of smallest possible stepsize (n x 0.054 arcsec).

- sit-and-stare (fixed slit mode): no rastering.

Figure 4: Some example raster modes of IRIS spectra include dense raster, sparse raster and fixed slit 
(“sit-and-stare”) modes, with typical exposure times of order 1s, rasters of of order 4-40 arcsec wide can 
be obtained within 10-30s. Solar rotation tracking is also available for any of these options.

IRIS Technical Note 1: IRIS operations
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3.2 Camera Readout Specification
! The IRIS wavelength range is dominated by  a few select bright lines that will be the 
focus of most observing programs. This means that the full spectral range of the CCDs will not 
typically  be read-out. This is done to save telemetry  and maximize the scientific value of the 
downlinked data. Instead, a selection of sub-regions will be read out (e.g., Figure 7). These 
subregions are defined in the Camera Readout Specification (CRS) table, which is defined in 
Table 8. In what follows, a “rows” is defined as having a specific wavelength and a wide range of 
spatial locations, whereas columns are defined as having a specific spatial location and a wide 
range of wavelengths. For example, to cover the full wavelength range, one needs all rows.

Figure 7: Three examples of the partial readout regions defined by CRS tables, overlaid on spectral atlas 
data. Top row: CRS for the FUV passband. Bottom left: CRS for the NUV passband. Bottom right: CRS 
for SJI image (NUV here). This figure does not show overscan rows or baseline stabilization columns.
! Subregions are defined by  cropping in both the spectral dimension (“rows” in FUV and 
NUV) and spatial dimension (“columns” in FUV and NUV, and both “columns” and “rows” in SJI).  
The following requirements on the CRS definitions are applied in the table load tool:
!1. the start row and start column must be equal to 1 + a multiple of 4,
!2. the end row and end column must be multiples of 4,
!3. a maximum of 8 subregions is allowed: 8 in the FUV spectrograph, 6 in the NUV 
spectrograph and 2 in the SJI,
!4. the total number of rows per subregion cannot exceed 2048,
!5. the total number of rows selected in all subregions cannot exceed 4096; however if a full 
detector readout is defined (i.e., one single subregion), all 4144 rows can be read. This 
mode has been assigned to CRS 1,
!6. in the spectral dimension, the data can be summed over 1, 2, 4 or 8 pixels
!7. in the spatial dimension, the data can be summed over 1, 2, or 4 pixels
!8. if rebinning 4x4, 8x2, the total number of pixels should be a multiple of 256
!9. if rebinning 8x4, the total number of pixels should be a multiple of 512, and the number of 
rows should be a multiple of 8
!10. each individual CRS can have a different summing mode

IRIS Technical Note 1: IRIS operations
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IRIS camera layout
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Observing tables
3. Observing Tables

The IRIS science planner can choose from a variety of observing tables. There are 
calibration OBS tables which have an OBS-ID larger than 4.2 billion.
The pre-defined or default observing tables are used for science observations. They 
have OBS-IDs that start with 3.8 or 4.0 billion. They are organized so that they ALWAYS 
take an FUV and NUV spectrum simultaneously, with various SJI images slotted in as 
desired. The cadence, raster type, exposure times are controlled by the OBS-ID 
numbers, as outlined in Table 1.

OBS ID parent Description

0-100 Basic raster type (sit-and-stare, rasters, …)

0-2,000 SJI choices

0-12,000 Exposure times

0-220,000 Summing modes (applied to FUV, NUV, SJI)

0-750,000 FUV summing modes

0-4,000,000 SJI cadence

0-10,000,000 Compression choices

0-180,000,000 Linelists

3.8-4 billion OBS table generation number

Table 1: OBS ID numbering scheme

Here are some details:
1. OBS-ID 0 to 1999: variations in cadence and wavelength choice of the four SJI filter 
images (C II 1335Å, Si IV 1400Å, Mg II h/k 2796Å, Mg II h/k wing 2830Å). Nominally 
cadence is ~10 seconds. If a “s” is following the wavelength, it means the cadence is 
slower (~60 seconds).

2. OBS-ID 2000 to 13999: variations in exposure time. Deep x 2 means exposure times 
are doubled, which lowers the cadence by roughly a factor of 2. Etc.

3. OBS-ID 20,000 to 239,999: variations in onboard summing for the whole 
spectrograph. 

4. OBS-ID 250,000 to 999,999: variations in onboard summing but applied only to the 
FUV spectra.

5. OBS-ID 1 million to 4 million: variations in SJI cadence. 

6. OBS-ID 10 million to 20 million: variations in compression.

ITN 31: IRIS science planning
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OBS ID codifies the observing mode

See IRIS paper or ITN 31 for a detailed 
listing of the different modes.



Level Processing Notes

TLM Capture Raw telemetry

0 Depacketized Raw images with basic keywords

1
Reorient images to common axes:
North up (0º roll), increasing wavelength
to right

Lowest distributed level

1.5
Dark current and offsets removed
Flag bad pixels and pixels with spikes
Flat-field correction
Geometric and wavelength calibration

Transitory data product for level 2 
production. Not distributed, for internal 
use only. 
Use iris_prep to go from level 1 to 1.5

2 Recast as rasters and SJI time series Standard science product.
Scaled and stored as 16-bit integer.

3 Recast as 4D cubes for NUV/FUV spectra. CRISPEX format. May include 
transposed (sp) version. No SJI.

IRIS data levels
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Levels 2 and 3 will be generated at LMSAL using Level 1.0 or 1.5 data.  They are primarily 
reorganized data for analysis using tools adapted from EIS and CRISP respectively.  Level 2 uses 
a format similar to that used by EIS: Sets of image extensions for each wavelength band are 
stored as {x,y, ƛ} assembled from rasters of NUV and FUV Level 1.5 data. Level 3 data are 4D 
datacubes in {x,y,ƛ,t}for NUV and FUV data and 3D datacubes {x,y,t} for SJ data. We anticipate 
that these are the data products that will be most widely used. As calibration procedures improve, 
these may be regenerated as appropriate. 

Browse products are generated from Level 3  images. HCR products are derived from the 
planned operations and the resulting data and are recorded in the Heliophysics Coverage 
Registry that is part of the Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase.

Details on keyword and data processing can be found in technical notes #10: Data flow and 
archiving and #12: Keywords

IRIS Data Levels, Version 1.0

Monday, September 30, 2013

Figure 1.  Data layout for: Level 0 and 1 (left) spectral data has up to 8 windows appropriately placed within a 
pixel array matching the CCD detector; Level 2 (middle) data has extracts of the 8 windows and assembles them 
into rasters based on slit position, x; Figure 3; and Level 3 (right) data assembles the level 2 rasters into time 
series.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

IRIS data levels





Lecture overview
• Overview of IRIS, capabilities and resources
• Getting the data, quicklook tools
• Working with IRIS data

• Additional Data Calibration
• Utility functions for Mg II and FUV lines
• CRISPEX
• Time to work on questions
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Searching, downloading, 
browsing data

• IRIS search webpage http://iris.lmsal.com/search/

• Hinode SDC Europe http://sdc.uio.no/search/API

• SolarSoft IDL

• IRIS today: http://iris.lmsal.com/iristoday/

• HEK recent observations: 
http://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=view-recent-
events&instrument=iris

http://iris.lmsal.com/search/
http://iris.lmsal.com/search/
http://sdc.uio.no/search/API
http://sdc.uio.no/search/API
http://iris.lmsal.com/iristoday/
http://iris.lmsal.com/iristoday/
http://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=view-recent-events&instrument=iris
http://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=view-recent-events&instrument=iris
http://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=view-recent-events&instrument=iris
http://www.lmsal.com/hek/hcr?cmd=view-recent-events&instrument=iris


Live demo:
searching and downloading





Live demo:
IRIS xfiles
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IDL object interface
 for level 2 data



Read IRIS L2 



Live demo:
Read IRIS data in IDL
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Precise wavelength calibration



The$code$should#produce#a#+igure&similar&to#that$shown$in$Figure$3.#Using&the&derived&orbital&
variation'for'NUV'and'FUV,'we'can'correct!the!Dopplergrams!calculated!from!single!Gaussian!2it.!
Figure'4'shows'an'example'of!the!Dopplergrams+of+C+II+and+Ni+I+before+and+after+the+orbital+variation!
correction."We#can#see#that#the#orbital#variation#patterns#disappear'after'the'correction.!

!

!
!
Figure'3:'An'example'of'orbital'variation'of'line'positions.'Upper:'thermal'component'of'the'orbital'
variation(in(NUV.(Middle:(Spacecraft(velocity(variation.(Lower:(The(total(orbital(variation(for(FUV(and(
NUV$lines,$respectively.)!
!

Precise wavelength calibration



!

!
!
Figure'4:'An'example'of!the!Dopplergrams+of+C+II+(upper)+and+Ni+I+(lower)+before+and+after+the+orbital+
variation(correction.(The$horizontal$and$vertical$dimensions$are$time$steps$and$slit$positions,$
respectively.,The$velocity$range$is$["20#km/s,#20#km/s]#for#C#II#and#["2"km/s,"2"km/s]"for"Ni"I."!
!
!
4.#Suggestions#on#absolute#wavelength#calibration!
!!!!In#some#studies#people#are#interested#in#absolute#wavelength#calibration.#Here#we#provide#some#
suggestions)on)the)strategy'of'doing'absolute'wavelength'calibration.'!
!
(1)!For!the!NUV!wavelength!range,"use"the"keyword%abswvl_nuv*in*the*code*of*
iris_orbitvar_corr_l2.pro/or/iris_orbitvar_corr_l2s.pro.%And%then%simply%subtract%abswvl_nuv!(unit&
Angstrom)*from%the%wavelength%vector'once'you'have'corrected'for'the'orbital'variation.'!
!
!!!!Alternatively,!you!can!also!choose!many!strong!neutral!lines!in!the!NUV!wavelength!range!by!
yourselves)and)use)them)as)a)reference)for)absolute)wavelength)calibration.)!
!
(2)$For$the$FUVS!wavelength!range,!the!strong!neutral(line(O"I"1355.5977"is"probably"the"best"line"for"
wavelength*calibration.*Just*calculate*the*difference*between!the!centroid!of!the!line!pro$ile(averaged(
over%the%whole%slit!and$1355.5977,$then$subtract$this$difference$from%the%entire%wavelength%vector.%
Usually'the'accuracy"of"the"wavelength"calibration"should"be"less"than"1"km/s"since"the"average"O"I"
1355.5977'Doppler%shift&is&often&less$than$1$km/s!in!the!absence!of!strong!solar!activities.!
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Algorithm to automatically measure
 Mg II line properties available on solarsoft:

Based on the algorithm described in Pereira et al. (2013)

CHAPTER

FIVE

DATA ANALYSIS OF MG II H/K
PROFILES

5.1 Deriving physical information

The Mg II h/k lines are the most important feature on the NUV window of IRIS, and arguably one of the most
powerful diagnostics of IRIS. They sample a range of formation heights, from the photosphere to the mid-
chromosphere. They formation properties can be complex, and not always straightforward to analyse. For the
IRIS mission much effort has been allocated to simulations and theoretical studies of the formation of these lines.

Using synthetic spectra from 3D MHD simulations of the solar atmosphere, several pieces of work have studied
the formation of the Mg II lines. This work has been written into three papers, which have been collated in ITN
37 1. The reader is encouraged to consult it for a more detailed analysis of the line formation. Nevertheless, one
should keep in mind the following limitations of these studies:

• They are limited to the events present in the simulation. The physical conditions of the simulation are only
a subset of the conditions on the Sun. Therefore, more extreme spectra were not present and could not be
analysed.

• The simulation employed was also for quiet sun, another aspect to have in mind when applying the same
principles to other active regions or other more extreme observations.

• They analyse only disk-centre spectra. For technical reasons it was not possible to run the calculations in
PRD and 3D. Therefore, the study of spectra under inclined rays was not possible. One should be careful
about applying the same relations to limb or off-limb observations.

5.2 Extracting spectral properties

The papers in ITN 37 establish correlations between the spectral properties of the h and k lines and phys-
ical properties of the chromosphere. It is therefore important to be able to extract such spectral properties
from the IRIS data. To achieve that aim, IDL routines were made available that replicate the methods used
in the Mg II papers to extract properties from spectra. The properties extracted are the intensities and wave-
length shifts of the k3/h3 and k2/h2 features. These routines are called iris_get_mg_features.pro and
iris_get_mg_features_lev2.pro. The latter is a wrapper of the first, adapted to use with level 2 data.

The calling sequence of iris_get_mg_features_lev2.pro is the following:

IDL> iris_get_mg_features_lev2, file, mg_id, vr, lc, rp, bp, /onlyh, /onlyk

The inputs are file (file name), mg_id (index of the Mg II h/k window), vr (velocity range in km/s to look for,
e.g. [-40, 40]). The outputs are saved into three arrays: lc (line centre), rp (red peak), and bp (blue peak). Each
of these three arrays has four dimensions: (line, variable, distance along slit, scan position). The line is either k
or h, and variable is either velocity shift (first index) or intensity (second index). If the flags /onlyk or /onlyh

1 ITN 37: https://www.lmsal.com/iris_science/doc?cmd=dcur&proj_num=IS0207&file_type=pdf
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CRISPEX file formats
• “La Palma cubes”

★ Simple cubes of (nx, ny, nwave * nt * nstokes)

★ Combined with “spectfile”

• IRIS level 3 fits files
★ FITS file with main image (nx, ny, nwave, nt)

★ FITS keywords used for coordinates, time

★ Extensions with wavelength and time values

★ Not limited to IRIS data; to be further standardised

Two types of files: (same data)
‘im’ (nx, ny, nw, nt) and ‘sp’ (nw, nt, nx, ny)





Bottom control panel



Tabs









Live demo:
CRISPEX
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http://pollev.com/iris7

http://pollev.com/iris7
http://pollev.com/iris7
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